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Christine Ohtani-Chang
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The Hga Scholarship 2022 is
ON! *There have been See us
selling Worlds Finest Chocolates around? A small contribution goes a long way in a students future. This seed money
gets them in the door! Hga
Federal Credit Union all to

NAGC Advocacy/ Legislative DC Conference ,
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Creativity
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Creativity at NAGC

Its not a prefect World nor will
it ever be but with some respect
toward each other some peace
may be found in our daily lives.
Countries will , may remain n
turmoil and its our responsibility to keep our close knit
worlds liveable, sustainable
with some kindness toward
each other.
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Resources

LEG Education Advocacy

Greetings GT Supporters
DID OUR SHIP COME IN
FOR Gifted Education in
2022?? Only the FY23 can
tell us!! Recognizing how
much this pandemic has
taken its toll on many educational institutions both private and public. Should
motivate all us to move in a
common direction which is
UP!
As we move on in our post
pandemic lives and stay attuned to the varied perspectives of what we call “safe
and normal” lets remain
mindful of others pending
their age, race, religion and
social norms that they live

This March GT Advocates once again headed for the Hill as
they convened for the annual NAGC Convention. Guest
Speakers included Texas House Rep, Congressman Joaquin
Castro for the 20th District. Advocating for the advanced
coursework Equity Act.(HR 2765, S 1305) His focus will
be on the elementary and secondary level of educational service. We hope to look up and consider the opportunities for
students who have not been able to participate in such learning options. Our gifted and high achievers need professional
support to take them to the next level. Advocate with US!
Let your Representatives know what you want and need for
your Districts, a call, latter or request alerts them of the lack
of service needed.

Hga Highlights!!!!!
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Featured Article Highlights for Spring

2022

M I N D F U L N E S S AT W O R K

How an 8-character password could be cracked in less than an hour
Advances in graphics processing technology have slashed the time needed to crack a password using brute force techniques, says Hive Systems.
When it comes to serious decisions in business or in life, this mental quirk can set us
up for catastrophic failure unless we actively work to keep it in check.

EDUCATION CREATIVITY CONUNDRUM

**Hga Scholarship 2022 submission deadline 10/1/2022, Reminder!!!
**John Hopkins Scholarship
** APFCU 2022 Scholarship
**Paul E. Torrance Award

Resources, Grants, Scholarships

Conundrums . . . conjuring
meanings and feelings . . .

...

fiercely smashing thoughts . .
.
seeking out playful and pain- sass
ful intensities . . .
bringing forth surprise and
query . . .
the essence of the creative
mind.
The Story Behind the Creativ-

Creative minds always question the polities
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Creativity is the Foundation of our
FUTURE
LOGITECH
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LOOK UP and see whats going on !!!!!!!
*Our annual showcase of
the World’s Most Innovative Companies is the triple shot of optimism, inspiration, and insight that
you need in our volatile,
uncertain world. This
year, we honor a record
528 businesses across 52
categories, and they’re
taking on everything from
climate change, such as
our No. 1 company Stripe,
to the democratization of
design, such as Canvassss,
our No. 10 company and
cover story. We also have
amazing deep dives into

.
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the future of fandom in
ADDED INFO AND RESOURCES!!!
features on Hybe, the Korean media conglomerate **The first large “15-minute city” to be built from scratch in the U.S. will be in Utah, on a 600-acre
behind BTS (and now
site south of Salt Lake City. The concept is to design a city where it’s possible to walk or bike to work
Justin Bieber),
and Dapper Labs, the
company that popularized and take care of errands without having to get in a car. Inside the mixed-use neighborhood, linear
NFTs with NBA Top
parks will lead between hubs with offices, housing, and shops, and it would be possible to walk from
Shot and UFC Strike.
your front door to trails in the nearby mountains. It’s a great example of how other sprawling, carAcross the spectrum of
MIC, there are innumerthe first large “15-minute city” to be built from scratch in the U.S. will be in Utah, on a 600-acre site
able ideas for how to
compete and thrive in
south of Salt Lake City. The concept is to design a city where it’s possible to walk or bike to work
today’s—and tomorrow’s—
and take care of errands without having to get in a car. Inside the mixed-use neighborhood, linear
economy. Explore the
parks will lead between hubs with offices, housing, and shops, and it would be possible to walk from
full list here.
—David Lidsky and
your front door to trails in the nearby mountains. It’s a great example of how other sprawling, car-c
Amy Farley

Book Reviews and Recommended Reading list by Deb Aiken

.

Building Thinking Classrooms in Mathematics Grades K-12
By Peter Liljedahl
Teachers have found that engaged students learn and retain more.
This book focuses on thinking classrooms where students rely less
on the teacher and more on each other to complete a task. In doing
this, the teacher spends less time instructing and more time observing the students and witnessing their thinking process. Students that are active thinkers can better connect mathematics to
the applications of the real world which improves their sagacity. Building Thinking Classrooms
is built on classroom observations and research and presents 14 research-based practices for
teachers to implement. It states the importance of how a teacher words a question and how the
setup of the classroom is arranged. Each chapter also includes a frequently asked questions and
questions to think about section. This book is highly recommended for mathematics teachers,
and is very beneficial in improving students’ success and engagement.

Candy for a “Scholarship "Cause!
The Garden Bistro is hoping to
gather resources and looks forward to REOPEN in 2023. Feet
together are allowed at this time
on the Waiahole grounds with
reservations and secure deposits.
Come by and take a look at the
gardens for your next event!
Find them next to the POI

Hga is selling the
Worlds Finest Chocolate , 2/$5.00 or A
case for $75.00!!!!
Donate to the Hga
scholarship
awarded every nov.
to select HS

ANIMATION AT ITS BEST
BY Laura Margulies
Previously presented at
NAGC Convention 2019
see a glimpse of her Creative Animation at http://
digitalarthawaii.org

New
Hawaii gifted association
P.O. Box 22475
Honolulu HI
96822

M

Look Up something new for
Hga! We will
be glad to publish your article in our next
Newsletter Fall 2022!
Email, higifted@aol for
When: 19th of the
month of March
19 ,2022, 10 to
Noon Where: Hi
Kai Golf Course
19th Hole
Who: DASH
(Digital Arts
Society of Hawaii)
What: Spring
Storefront of
prints, card mall
gift items! How:
Lots of parking,
shop and mingle
Digital Arts Society

Www.higifted.info SEE NEW
WEBSITE!!!!
Email[ higifted@aol.com
Board of Directors:
Christine Ohtani-Chang
Pres
David Rockwood VP
Stacie Stanley Sec
Charlie Hui Treas.
Debb Aiken
Byron Inouye (Bd.Liason)
Patrick Nishimura
Kathryn Hurd
Malcolm Mekaru
Advisory: Brian Housand NAGC

LOOK UP in 2022, as we all move
past these trying times !

2022

Hga
The Hawaii gifted association is a 501(c) (3)
nonprofit whose mission is to enrich the lives
of the gifted and talented learners, educators,
parents and communities. Hga was first established in 1976 and found its roots with the
MENSA organization. During this period the
MENSA group offered direct services and outreach through their membership. Some years
later, Hga has evolved into a resource and referral source for the gifted and talented offering
consultation, assessment. Workshops and advocacy support.
Hga Scholarships are awarded annually every
fall to select individuals who demonstrate and
support excellence in their academic interest.
We are governed by voluntary members of the
Hga Board of Directors which contributes to
the mission and purpose of the association. Hga
is an Affiliate of the National Association for
Gifted Children (NAGC). More information is
available online at http://higifted.info or email
Hga at higifted@aol.com

2022

ADVOCACY; Looking Up and Out for the GIFTED AND TALENTED

Advocacy Comm.
Christine Ohtani-Chang
Byron Inouye
Malcolm Mekaru

Legislative FY23 UPDATE/ Education:
Current Trends: as masking or demasking of students in schools from the east move
toward decisions going west new demands and considerations are continuing to be
considered. The pandemic has taken a toll on educators as well as enrollment for
Teach For America is at an all time low while demands on educators remain constant.
COVID relief monies have been accessed through cities as Denver using funds for Tutoring, NY funds directed reading specialist, smaller classes, afterschool programs etc.
Look for Covid Relief Funds in your State and see how effective the funds are being
used, ASK, and make the difference for your District/ School! Funds awarded between
1/1/22 to 6/30/22.
NAGC Legislative Advocacy Network This NAGC Leadership and Advocacy Conference
March to LAN is David Cutler, he replaces Bill Knudsen , past Chair. Legislative Advocacy
Network Conference this March. 2022 was District of Texas Guest Speaker; Rep. Joaquin Castro with Senator Cory Booker regarding Advance Coursework Equity Act, at the elementary
and Secondary level. The American Rescue Plan Act of 2022 will provide $40B through
HEERF (Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund) aid stemming from the ARP Act. Initially
under the CARES Act which granted 13.2 B to States to be disbursed. (Signed into Law

3/11/21).

Last week,
we lost an
American
hero. Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, fondly
known as
RBG, was a
stalwart
champion for
women's
rights and
gender equality during her
tenure as a
law professor, judge,
and Associate Justice of
the Supreme
Court. Her
life's work
and legacy
are perpetuated by the
continued
activism and
advocacy
that she inspired. We
celebrate her
life, her service, and her
courageous
dissenting
voice with a
reflection on
her own
words and
stories from
her life and

The
commerci
al
trans
form
ation
of
Amer
ica's
schoo
ls

Private corporations have
long found
ways to market themselves
to students.
Digital technology has
turbocharged
their efforts. By Alex
Molnar and
Faith Boninger. Read
more.

Federal
policy and
the push
to privatize education

Under Republican and Democratic administrations
alike, the federal government has encouraged the
outsourcing of
core parts of
public education’s
work. By
Patricia
Burch. Read
more.

Educatio
n+
Mone
y=
Freedom

